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Jon Bennett is a top Wall Street strategist turned senior White House advisor. But nothing has

prepared him for the terror that he will face. Saddam Hussein dispatches his top hit men to

assassinate the President of the United States. Iraqi terrorists spread carnage throughout London,

Paris, and Riyadhâ€¦and the Butcher of Baghdad has a nuclear ace in his hand that he has not yet

played.Only a solid Arab-Israeli coalition against Iraq can keep the U.S. and other Western nations

from certain devastation. And only Bennett and his beautiful partner, Erin McCoy, can make that

happen. Their secret projectâ€”a billion dollar oil deal off the coast of Gaza - could be the basis for

an historic peace treaty and enormous wealth for every Israeli and Palestinian.But just before the

treaty can be signed, Israeli commandos foil an Iraqi scud missile launch, recovering a nuclear

warhead and evidence that the next attack will level Washington, New York, and Tel Aviv.Now, the

Israeli prime minister gives the American President an ultimatum: melt down Baghdad within one

hourâ€¦or Israel will do it herself. From Jerusalem, Bennett and McCoy must summon all of their

stealth and savvy to save themselvesâ€”and the worldâ€”from absolute destruction. --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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With the U.S. and Iraq engaged in a showdown, and the possibility of a war that could see the

horrific use of weapons of mass destruction, Joel Rosenberg writes "The Last Jihad", a thriller that

none-too-subtly reminds the public what the price may be for not taking out Saddam Hussein.For a



debut in the world of fiction, Mr. Rosenberg has done admirably well. He takes advantage of a plot

that is made all the more timely by real-life current events, and has crafted a fast-paced, intriguing

thriller. The action starts off almost immediately, with an attempted attack on the presidential

motorcade using a Gulfstream jet. It doesn't take much time to finger Iraq as the perpetrator, and so

events roll from there, as an Israeli commando operation reveals Iraq's nuclear capacity. The

Israelis give the U.S. one hour to take action before they fire a nuke on Iraq. The story catapults the

reader through diplomatic, military, and personal machinations that culminate in nuclear weapons

being unleashed.The bulk of "The Last Jihad" focuses on the character of Jon Bennett, a well-to-do

financial strategist-turned-presidential aide. Not much time is spent fleshing out the character

beyond his business career - serving to provide insight into the gas-oil deal that is brought into the

story as a potential peace plan capstone between the Arabs and Israel. This is a mixed blessing;

while the lack of character background and development allows the reader (and author) to stay

focused on the plot, the downside is that the reader doesn't care as much what happens to the

character, in that the character remains distant. So, in terms of the primal "rooting for the good guy",

there is no impetus for wanting to root for the Jon Bennett character. If Mr.
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